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With the increasing development of military weapons around the world and the variety of explosives,
terrorist attacks are growing threats. The vibration control technology is well developed against natural loads.
Although blast loads are different than natural loads, this technology can also be used to reduce explosive load
responses. For this purpose, passive and semi-active methods including tuned mass damper (TMD) and
magnetorheological (MR) damper have been used to reduce the vibrations caused by the blast load in the baseisolated structure. In this study, a type-2 fuzzy system has been used to determine the appropriate voltage of
the MR damper so that the existing uncertainties do not adversely affect its performance. The numerical
simulation of two explosives at 15m from a 5 degrees of freedom system, has been performed through
theoretical and empirical equations. The use of the proposed control tools along with the base isolation system
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showed that not only these methods can maintain the proper performance of the base isolated system but limit
the displacement and possible damages at larger excitations. The comparative results show that the use of MR
damper along with the base isolation system can have the best performance against blast and seismic loads. The
use of this system on average reduces the maximum drift of the stories to about 36% in blast loads, 68% in farfield earthquakes and 46% in near-field earthquakes. Furthermore, the drift of the isolation bearing is
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significantly limited compared to the base-isolated system with TMD.

Blast loading, magnetorheological damper, type-2 fuzzy control algorithm, tuned mass damper, base
isolation.
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studies have shown the promising performance of
seismic isolators against blast loads. Furthermore,
various passive and semi-active dampers were
employed to compensate for the weaknesses of base
isolation systems. Nowadays, there is a need for
investigating control tools and systems with the most
robustness against uncertainty and the ability to
effectively reduce the response of the structure. In the
present study, the performance of two different control
strategies in reducing the response of a 5-DOF system
subjected to blast loading is investigated and compared
to each other. The first control strategy includes a base
isolation system with a TMD at the base level to
improve the performance. The second strategy uses the
MR damper to improve the performance of the isolation
system at the foundation level. Due to the uncertainties
related to sensor noises and the time delay, a type-2
fuzzy controller is used to determine the control voltage
of the MR damper. Controlling the vibrations due to the
blast load should not lead to ignoring the other
important loads such as earthquakes. Therefore, the
performance of the proposed methods against far- and
near-field seismic loads is also evaluated.

1. Introduction
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Explosion is the process of releasing energy by a largescale stimulus that can occur rapidly and suddenly.
Explosion can produce a pressure of 10-30 GPa and a
temperature of 3000-4000 [1, 2]. The explosive charge
mass and the distance from the target are the two most
important parameters affecting the type and severity of
damage. Many researchers have proposed solutions
such as protective sacrificial coatings [3] and a variety
of foams [4] for local protection against blast loads.
These solutions can reduce the amount of debris and
restrict the damage to structural members. In addition to
comprehensive local protection, the overall behavior of
the structure is also very important and should be taken
into consideration.
Blast loads, unlike seismic loads, are not related to the
mass of the structure. Therefore, they affect the
structural system in a completely different manner.
Zhang and Phillips [5] used a base isolation system with
shock absorbers at foundation level to reduce the
response due to blast loading. Kangda and Bakre [6]
simulated three different weights of explosives material
at a certain distance from a 5-degree-of-freedom (5DOF) system and studied the LRB isolators for
reducing the positive and negative phase of the blast
load.
Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is a vibration control
system consisting of mass, spring and shock absorber,
which is usually installed at the highest elevation of the
structure. The application of TMDs was successful to
reduce the dynamic response of high-rise buildings or
flexible long-span bridge structures subjected to
fluctuating loads such as wind loads or even far-field
earthquakes [7-9].
Adaptive devices have been recently gaining
attention [10]. Magnetorheological dampers use fluids
with the ability become semi-solid with controllable
resistance due to exposure to an electric or magnetic
field. The variation in properties takes place in a very
short time (in the order of milliseconds) and enables the
device to perform well against instant loads. The
combined application of base isolation and MR dampers
has been investigated in recent research papers [11, 12].
In recent years, the development and application of
fuzzy logic has increased due to its flexible application
and stability in nonlinear systems with uncertainty [13,
14]. Numerous studies have been conducted on type-1
fuzzy systems in the time domain [15, 16]. Recently,
increasing attention has been paid to the more advanced
type of fuzzy systems, named type-2 fuzzy systems [17,
18].
A control system that is not specific to a particular type
of load and can perform well against a variety of
possible loads and is not affected by existing
uncertainties, is a reliable control system. Previous

2. Numerical simulation
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In this study, in order to investigate the performance of
different control systems under blast loading, the
experimental model of a 5-story steel frame structure is
used. The structural properties of the frame structure are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: The structural properties of the 5-DOF model

M( kg )

K( kN m )

C( kg s )

m0  61200

k0  2129.8

c0  69938

m1  53073

k1  101196

c1  348140

m2  53073

k2  87279

c2  301380

m3  53073

k3  85863

c3  296180

m4  53073

k4  74862

c4  259810

m5  53073

k5  57177

c5  197450
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3. Simulation of control strategies and analyses
In this study, in order to reduce the responses of the
structure under blast loading at medium to long
distances, two different control systems are used (Figure
1). The performance of different strategies is evaluated
based on the vibrations during and after the loading
phase. In the first control system, the structure is
isolated from the fixed base using the isolation bearing
and controlled using the TMD. In the second control
system, instead of TMD, the MR damper controlled by
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the type-2 fuzzy algorithm, is used to mitigate the

isolator displacements.
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Figure 1: The 5-DOF system and control systems proposed in the current study
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The results show that the base isolation system with MR
damper has the ability to reduce the maximum and the
norm displacement of the base level, which is reflected
in the rapid damping in displacement response. For blast
loadings, if a final force of 0.01 of the maximum force
is considered, the loading times for 500 and 1000 kg of
TNT will be 0.14 and 0.18 seconds, respectively, which
is less than 25% of the main period of the structure.
Therefore, the blast load is applied as an impact load.
The results of the time history analysis using blast
loading show that the maximum displacement response
occurred after loading, and therefore the MR damper
performs well. However, during the loading phase, the
control strategies perform almost similarly, and no
meaningful difference is observed.
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